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A Model for Representing Artifacts

Based on the Modality of Operations and States

Toward design focusing on user interaction

Hidetsugu Suto∗, Hiroshi Kawakami∗∗ and Osamu Katai∗∗

In this paper, we will propose a representational model of “interactive” artifacts which reflects interactions

between human and artifacts base on the discussion of alethic, deontic and temporal aspects of the interaction.

From these three types of modality, we will define three layers to represent the interactions. The base layer

represents causal relations which are governed by physical laws or effects. The main layer represents state transi-

tions by unrestricted operations. Some operations are restricted by teleological necessities which are derived from

designers’ intention. The top layer represent this type of restrictions by using what we call “task unit graph”.

The tight interactions among the three layers explain interactions among designers, operator and environment

via an artifact.

Key Words: interactive artifact, hierarchical artifact model, modal logic, Petri net, Physical Causal Network

(PCN)

1. Introduction

There has been a recent trend away from developer-

centered concepts to user-centered design, and this new

approach to design is attracting increasing interest 1). In-

teractive artifacts are such a human-centered design con-

cept, where the interaction between artifacts and oper-

ators (i.e., feedback) is important. Development of sup-

porting systems for the conceptual design process of inter-

active artifacts requires understanding and representation

of physical systems, as well as a means of representing

the relationship between operators and the systems. This

necessitates objective models of physical systems that in-

cluded operations.

The present authors have proposed a model of hierar-

chical knowledge space for design. The scheme consists of

four spaces (goal set space, functional knowledge space,

structural knowledge space, and real set space) and a

medium, reflecting the three rationalities (value, purpose

and causal rationality) in understanding sociology 3), 4).

However, few models that describe artifacts from the

viewpoint of “goal → function → structure” include “op-

eration” as an important point. Thus, it is difficult to

describe and understand artifacts from a human-centered
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perspective using such models. Operations play an im-

portant role in the understanding of artifacts, particu-

larly for objects used as part of daily life. For example,

when analyzing a hand grip, it would be difficult to de-

termine the real purpose of the object without accounting

for the operation, such as repeated gripping for hand mus-

cle training. Therefore, this paper discusses a new model

for physical systems, focusing on representation of the re-

lationship between human (designers and operators) and

artifacts.

One of the standpoints of designers is that they tend

to embed all their intentions in the design structure and

forbid non-intended operations. However, this strategies

require high quality design perspective. If it is not enough,

operators should get into a deadlock situation, and it is

designed as “black box” manner with the result that an

escape is very difficult.

On the other hands, there is a standpoint that making

use of operations actively. Norman proposed the concept

of affordance as a means of allowing designers to impart

their intentions on operators in a more appropriate man-

ner 5). Norman’s concept can be regarded as a method by

which designers’ intentions are realized in the nature of an

artifact. However, it is difficult to determine general laws

between the nature of an artifact and affordance, and it is

not easy to construct appropriate design support systems

using computers. Furthermore, as the operations may

be complex and the operations manuals may be difficult

to understand, operators generally will not read well the

manuals. This gives rise to the assertion that operation
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manuals should consist of simple operation sequences, al-

lowing the artifact to be understood intuitively, or the

manual should be written before the structures are de-

signed 5).

In this paper, the authors adopt the latter standpoint,

that is, in preference to a system that forbid operator

“liberty”, active interaction between the operator and ar-

tifact is asserted. An appropriate representational model

for this assertion then needs to be developed.

2. Background theory

This paper proposes a hierarchical model for artifacts

based on aspects of necessity and possibility, as outlined

in Table 1. As proper feedback corresponding to oper-

ations is essential for interactive artifacts, representing

operations and state transitions is important. Therefore,

the liberty and possibility of operations are represented

in the main layer of the proposed model. Liberties and

possibilities in the main layer are restricted to the layers

reflecting necessities, which are placed upper and lower

of the main layer. The upper layer contains teleological

necessities such as the operation sequence, which reflect

the designers intentions, while the lower layer represents

causal necessities such as physical laws and effects.

The background theories on which the hierarchical

model is constructed are discussed below.

2. 1 Alethic modality

Interesting ideas about the relationship between oper-

ators and artifacts were discussed by von Wright, an an-

alytic philosopher 6). Traditionally, it is well known that

a scientific explanation is either causal or teleological. In

connection with this contrast, von Wright presented the

scheme of physical phenomena that causal closed systems

are created by teleological actions. This concept states

that behavior explained by teleology has the “property

of action.” That is, not only surfaces, i.e., motion and

stop, but also internal properties, i.e., background inten-

tion, will and intentional omission, are accompanied by

such behavior.

After a teleological operation has been performed, the

world changes according to the causal laws in a closed

system. The law on which causal explain depend re-

flects causal necessity. Necessity is classified in several

ways 7), 8). When according to causality and teleology,

necessity can be thought of as being in direct opposition

to the free state. Furthermore, causal necessity and tele-

ological necessity are therefore not logical or conceptual,

but assumptive, supported by facts or experiences. That

is, causal necessity is a rationality that connotes natural

phenomena, and teleological necessity depends on inten-

tions or purposes.

Here, the concepts of necessity and free here can be re-

spectively related to necessity and possibility in alethic

modality, as shown in left column of Table 1. Therefore,

the operands (3 and 2) and universal axioms of modal

logic can be imported into the proposed model. In alethic

modal logic, the fact that r is true in any possible world

is represented by 2r, and it means that proposition r is

“necessarily” true. On the other hand, the fact that r is

true in at least one possible world is represented by 3r,

and means proposition r is “possible.”

2. 2 Deontic modality

Designers entrust their intentions to artifacts through

the implementation of physical structures, and in the op-

eration sequence of tasks. An operation sequence, which

is derived explicitly from the designers’ intentions, re-

flects the obligations of operators, whereas the structure,

in which the designers’ intentions are embedded implic-

itly, reflects the permissions for the operators. Therefore,

designers’ intentions can be interpreted as the deontic

modalities of “obligation” and “permission” for operators.

Based on this viewpoint, deontic modality can be re-

lated to alethic modality as shown in Table 1. Teleo-

logical necessity corresponds to an obligation, which is

described in the operations manual. Even if operators

do not obey the operations manual, they are necessarily

restricted to possible operations through the constraints

of physical laws or effects. This necessity correspond to

“causal necessity,” and the remaining liberty of operators

correspond to “free” in alethic modality.

Under deontic modality, 2p is interpreted as “p is

obliged to be true”, 3p is “p is permitted to be true,”

and 2∼p (∼3p) is “p is forbidden to be true.”

2. 3 Temporal modality

An operation yields state transitions. State transitions

and operation sequences necessarily involve a temporal

order. Although causalities are sometimes analyzed us-

ing temporal order relationships, such analyses are sub-

ject problems such as feedback loops in physical causal

relations 9) and the constraint that reaction cannot be as-

serted before an action. Usually, a time scale is applied

to explain whether a causal relation involves time order 9)

(1).

Consider the situation where an item is being placed on

(1) Causality can also be classified by “can be observed or

not” or “cognitive or physical,” etc.
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Table 1 Background theory and content of three layers

Alethic modality

(Teleological vs. Causal)
Deontic modality Temporal modality Subjects

Top layer
Necessity

(Teleological)
Obligation Conscious Operation sequence

Main layer
Possibility

(Free)
Permission Conscious Each operation

Base layer
Necessity

(Causal)
n.a. Unconscious Closed system

a desk. In this case, action and reaction occur simultane-

ously from a macroscopic perspective, yet from a micro-

scopic perspective, changing the consistency of molecules

leads to a balanced state. In this way, the size of grains is

fixed depending on which phenomenon is described, and

it may be necessary to consider the time order 12).

Accordingly, it is possible to introduce the concept of a

“snapshot of causal relations.” Within a snapshot, time

order does not need to be considered. A causal expla-

nation of functions involved in a physical system is then

represented by a collection of snapshots, and there is “an

operation” or “a change in structural conditions caused

by self-causal relations” between each snapshot.

As a result of the introduction of snapshots, there is

an essential difference in tense between “operation se-

quence” or “possible operation and states” and “causal

explanation.” In this case, temporal modality correspond

to alethic modality and deontic modality as shown in Ta-

ble 1.

3. A model for representing artifacts based
on modality

Possibility of operations, and causal and teleological ne-

cessities, which constrain the possibility can be analyzed

naturally from the three viewpoints, i.e., alethic, deon-

tic and temporal modality. This scheme clarifies the re-

lationships between designers’ intentions and operations,

and makes it possible to analyze systems considering the

relationship with operators. In this sense, modeling form

these three viewpoints is suitable for representing interac-

tive artifacts. The proposed model is described in detail

below.

3. 1 Alethic/deontic/temporal model

Figure 1 outlines the alethic/deontic/temporal (ADT)

model proposed in this paper. The model consist of 3

layers, corresponding to the layers in Table 1.

The main layer, representing possible states and op-

erations as important aspects of interactive artifacts, is

implemented as a Petri net. Operations, which are per-

formed freely, can be naturally regarded as a concurrent

system, which can be well represented by a Petri net.

Base layer (Causal relationship)

Main layer (Human operation)

Top layer (Designer’s intention)

Effect

Control

RegulationTask 1 Task n

task unit graph

Petri net

PCN

Effect

Fig. 1 Overview of the proposed model

pad
body 1

hinge

Press-board 
(Body2)

MasterFlash bulb

Master folder
Manuscript

Print paper

proj

Fig. 2 Schematic of a mimeograph

The top layer, corresponding to tasks encoded in an

operations manual, are represented using logical formulae

of deontic modality and temporal modality. This layer

reflects the teleological necessities of a physical system.

A causal closed system 6) consists of physical phenom-

ena governed by causal necessity is represented by the

base layer. These physical phenomena are divided into

causal relationships as snapshots, which are represented

using a PCN in this layer. The structure of the PCN

corresponds to the Petri net content “place” of the main

layer, and this structure is suitable for representing inter-

action between the main layer and the base layer.

In the following, the contents of each layer and the rela-

tionships between them are discussed using a mimeograph

(Fig. 2) as an example.

3. 2 Main layer

An artifact works objectively without designers’ inten-

tions if it’s design process is finished and released. The

comprehension of possible operations and states of prod-

ucts is therefore important not only from the standpoint
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Table 2 Modal operand

T A A is true at the next moment

GA A is true at all future times

FA A will be true at some future time

AUB A will be true at all times from next moment

until the first instance that B is true

that raising completeness of black box nature of artifacts,

but also in terms of the flexible utilization of artifacts and

providing diversified operations.

In the main layer, possible states and operations are

represented using a standard 1-bounded Petri net ?). Gen-

erally, transitions represent events, and places represent

local states in Petri nets. In this layer, places represent

the local states of an artifact, transitions represent possi-

ble operations, and a marking represents the whole state

of an artifact. Here, any transition can be triggered if it

is permitted to do so. It corresponds to making choice of

an operation form permitted operations.

The main layer in Fig. 3 shows an excerpt of the op-

erations and states for a mimeograph. For example, in

the case where a token exists at“up(body1)”, the tran-

sition “down(body1)” can be triggered. It corresponds

that body1 can be pressed down if it is lifted. When the

transition “down(body1)” fires, that is, body1 is pressed

down, the token moves to “down(body1) ”.

3. 3 Top layer

Designers entrust their intention to operators via oper-

ations manuals. In other words, operations manuals re-

flect designers’ intentions that are entrusted to operators.

Here, attention is paid to the fact that only teleological

phenomena can explain the necessity of the temporal or-

der of operations. That is, operations manuals can be

regarded as a “limiter of operational possibility” depend

on teleological necessity. In this respect, temporal order

also plays an important role.

Operation sequences planned by the designer to achieve

the intended goal are encoded in the top layer. In this

layer, the temporal order of events is important and re-

flects the teleological information. That is, an arbitrary

sequence of operations may loose physical reality.

For example, Table 3 shows an operation sequence for

the mimeograph. It is necessary to perform operation 1

before operation 2 because the press-board hides the fix-

lever unless it is raised. However, the necessity of this

operation sequence cannot be understood until the teleo-

logical explanations are provided.

This type of information is encoded by modal logic for-

mulae, including temporal logic 13) and deontic logic 14).

Temporal logic introduces objective tense concepts such

as “next time, statement A will be true”, while deontic

logic introduces subjective modal concepts such as “next

time, statement A must be true”. In order to regulate

future events, modal operands of temporal logic are in-

troduced as show in Table 4.

Designers’ intentions, which are embedded in the op-

eration sequence shown in Table 3, are encoded as the

following temporal expressions, where X ≺ Y ≺ ∼X if

“≺” refers to a relationship of time order.

(i) Operation Y should be performed immediately

after operation X in order to change the state to “y.”

· · ·[T y]

(ii) State x caused by operation X should be main-

tained. · · ·[Gx]

(iii) As a special case of ii), if operation ∼X is the

reverse of operation X, state x, which is caused by op-

eration X, should be maintained ( ∼X is forbidden )

until state y caused by operation y occurs. · · ·[xUy]

The first expression (i) forbids unprepared operations

between two continuous prepared operations. Generally,

immediate fixing is requested after modification of the

position in the example of the mimeograph. This is rep-

resented by substituting operation 3 in Table 3 for X, and

operation 4 in Table 3 for Y .

The second expression (ii) forbids unnecessary opera-

tions. For example, once the master has been set in the

holder, it should not remove during subsequent opera-

tions. This is represented by substituting the state after

operation 5 in Table 3 for x.

The last expression (iii) indicates that substitutions

such as { x, y,∼x / state after operation 1, state after

operation 7, state after operation 8 } and { x, y,∼x /

state after operation 2, state after operation 3, state af-

ter operation 4 } represent the designers’ intentions. For

example, the latter means that if the fixing lever is un-

locked, it should not be locked until adjustment of the

paper position has been completed.

As a special case of (iii), state x can be an initial state.

In this case, state x is not described in the operations

manual directly. However, if the “state before operation

(∼X)” is determined on the main layer, a request such

as “do not place paper on the pad until the pad position

has been adjusted” can be represented by regarding it as

state x and substituting { x, y,∼x / before operation 6,

after operation 3, after operation 6}.
Each operand can be translated into an extend Petri ne-

tas a task unit graph 23), which represents deontic modal-

ity and temporal modality, and which is extended from
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Fig. 3 Hierarchical representation model for a mimeograph
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Table 3 Operation sequence

0. Prepare the manuscript

1. Raise the press-board

2. Unlock the fix-lever

3. Adjust the base position

4. Lock the fix-lever

5. Attach a master to the holder

6. Place paper on the pad

7. Place the manuscript on the paper

8. Pull down the press-board

9. Confirm the paper position

10. Attach bulbs to the lamp housing

11. Attach the lamp housing to the press-board

12. Lower the press-board

13. Confirm bulb flash

14. End

Table 4 Modal operands for “future”

T A A is true at the next moment of time

GA A is held true forever

FA A will be true at some time in the future

AUB A will be true at all times from the next moment

until the moment that B becomes true

standard 1-bounded Petri net by introducing special arcs

as shown in Fig. 3. The task unit graphs, which is

subject-independent, can be constructed using these spe-

cial arcs 15).

The left part of the top layer shown in Fig. 3 reflects the

task T A, while the right part represents the task AUB.

In this case, “A” means the state after attaching the

lamp housing to the press-board. When the transi-

tion “put(f bulb, l house)” triggered, a token moves from

“∼connect(l house, l bulb)” to “connect(l house, l bulb),”,

and a token is placed in the “T A” in the task unit graph

indicating that “in the next step, lamp housing is con-

nected(body1) should be true.”

For AUB, substituting “before state of operation 11”

for A, and “after state of operation 10” for B represents

the the task request “lamp housing should not be attached

to body1 (operation 11) until lamp is attached to lamp

housing (operation 10).”

3. 4 Base layer

In this layer, artifacts are represented from the view-

point of causal relationships using the PCN. The PCN

represents the causal relationships that drive phenomena

based on background principles, that is, physical laws or

effects required to realize functions, but not teleological

information.

The PCN is constructed using fragmentary causal re-

lationships (PC code). The PC code consists of nodes

and arcs. Each node represents a pairing of an element

and a label of physical quantity, and each arc represents a

m
weight

m
stress

h
stress

condition:

m is connected to h

(ex : under gravity)m being accelerated

Fig. 4 Example of a PCN

causal relationship between nodes. Each physical causal

relationship has structural conditions.

Consider the situation where an entity m hung by hook

h, the usual explanation is “m imparts stress on h.”

Therefore, the occurrence of the stress of m must precede

the stress on h for this to be the case. On the other hand,

as shown in Fig. 4, one of the primitive constituents of

PCN claims that the occurrence of stress in m (“cause”)

requires a stress to arise in h (“result”). The format is

derived from the consideration of fragmentariness, gener-

ality and independence of the PC code. Although this

definition may be curious from your sense, in fact, the

stresses in m and h can be considered to occur at the same

time, unless the situation is analyzed at the molecular

level where situations are governed by “balance” rather

than “causality.” The PCN explains complete system by

chaining together this kind of primitive elements.

The lower part of Fig. 3 shows an integrated PCN at dif-

ferent moments. The causal relationship represented by

the arcs labeled “[1]” establish in interval 1 which shown

in the left lower part of Fig. 3. Similarly, the arcs labeled

“[2]” establish in interval 1 & 2.

3. 5 Interaction between top layer and main

layer

A physical system permits you several operations, but

an operations manual restricts the operations. In the pro-

posed model, local states of the system are transmitted

from the main layer to the top layer, and information of

the restrictions is transmitted from the top layer to the

main layer. For example, in Fig.3, a token is placed on

T A in the top layer if the transition put(f bulb, l house)

(i.e., operation 10) fires, as shown by the thick dotted ar-

row. Then, the state “after operation 11” is substituted

for A, and the request for ∼A → A in the top layer is syn-

chronized with the request for operation 11 in the main

layer. In the case of task AUB in the top layer, if a token

is placed in B in the top layer by performing operation 10

and firing of A → ∼A is allowed, operation 11 in the main

layer is also allowed to fire as a result of synchronization.
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switchbattery

light bulb

Fig. 5 Example of interaction between causality and opera-

tion

3. 6 Interaction between main layer and base

layer

The structural conditions of each causal relationship in

the base layer are represented using places of the Petri net

in the main layer. When a place has a token, the condi-

tion represented by that place is true. Thus, if transitions

of local states, which are derived from operations, are no-

ticed from the main layer to the base layer, the informa-

tion will be a trigger for the generation of a snapshots.

On the other hand, transitions of local states, which are

derived from causal relationships in the base layer, are

noticed to the main layer and the causal relationships are

terminated.

Figure 5 shows a simple example. Consider the situ-

ations “switch is on/off” and “light is flashing or not.”

The state of the switch is changed by a free operation,

and a such is described in the main layer as a transition.

On the other hand, the state of the light is necessarily

changed by the state of the switch. In this case, the state

of the light is represented in the main layer as a place in

the Petri net, but it is controlled by causal law, that is,

a closed circuit causes current to flow and the light bulb

flash, as described in the base layer.

4. Applications and related studies

4. 1 A simple example

Figure 3 shows a part of an ADT model representing

the mimeograph in Fig. 2. The top layer includes two

tasks derived from the operation sequence shown in Ta-

ble 3;“if a flash bulb is attached to the lamp housing, the

lamp housing should be attached to body1 continuously,”

and “the lamp housing should not be attached to body1

until a flash bulb has been attached to the lamp housing.”

Without these tasks, operators can attach lamp hous-

ing to body1 before attaching a flash bulb to the

lamp housing. If the operator does so, the transition

“put(l house, body1)” fires, and the token is removed

from “∼connect(body1, l house),” which is a prerequi-

site for firing of the transition “put(f bulb, l house).” As

a result, the operator cannot attach a flash bulb to the

lamp housing, with the result that even if body1 pressed,

there is no flash. If according to a request from the top

layer, a flash bulb is attached to the lamp housing before

the lamp housing is attached to body1, the bulb will flash

and result in a successful copy.

4. 2 Applications

Interactive artifacts are designed based on the de-

signer’s understanding of the lifestyle of users or workers.

Thus, it is expected that in addition to the direct benefits

of the development of such artifacts, such as improved us-

ability or lower cost of user support, the cost for research

and development arising from the need to investigate user

demands will be reduced.

This model reflects “free” in terms of alethic logic in the

main layer, and represents “causal necessity” in the base

layer. The possible operations and states are represented

by associating the relevant physical phenomena, and the

state of the top layer controls the movements of tokens

in the main layer. Therefore, measures against failure of

interactions between operators and artifacts can be im-

plemented by investigating deadlocks or reachablities in

the Petri net. Thus, the model is expected to be a useful

measure with regard to product liability, which states that

if the users of a product suffer damage, the manufacturer

should be held responsible.

On the other hand, when unexpected operation make it

smartly, designers can refer it to modify operation man-

ual.

Furthermore, the proposed model can be applied to an-

alyze the artifacts which have several functions. Arbitrary

PCNs can be merged with general algorisms because of

their simple format 17). By merging the base layers of

the physical devices in a system, the operators’ behaviors

can be investigate. It is usable for constructing operation

manuals of the system.

4. 3 Relevant studies

4. 3. 1 Relevance to design process model

Human-centered design has recently attracted attention

as a design method for interactive artifacts. In a human-

centered design process, products are developed by ana-

lyzing the user and evaluating prototype models in order

to understand the users’ life or business style. A human-

centered design process does not always result in the pro-

duction of objects per se, and is just as relevant to prod-

ucts, as outlined in the JIS Z-8530 standard. Thus, ADT

models can be expected to be useful for human-centered

design processes.

In artifact engineering, design is treated as major

stream. A criterion for the synthesis process is pointed

for, and an abduction as a logic operation is set center of
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discussion 18), and from this standpoint, concept struc-

ture for describing physical world is supplied 18). The

goals of both artifact engineering and the present research

are to construct a representational model for artifacts us-

ing symbols. However, artifact engineering focuses on de-

scribing the synthesis process for designers, whereas the

present model focuses on describing interactions with op-

erators.

4. 3. 2 Understanding and representing physical sys-

tems

Petri net is employed several studies on human be-

havior 19).As a model of operation using Petri net, MVC

model 20) has been proposed. This model represent physi-

cal function using information that specializes in individ-

ual device, on the other hand, present model represent

physical phenomena using causal relations without teleo-

logical meaning. A model for KIEF 11) is also known as

representational model for artifacts using Petri net. In

this model, physical phenomena are represented by using

conditional equation, e. g. “f = ma.” Therefore, this

model can illustrate continuous state transitions, whereas

it is not suitable for merging physical phenomenon. More-

over, this model dose not include operation sequences.

When discussing the generality or reusability of con-

cepts that regulate the representational model of a physi-

cal system, ontological engineering should be considered.

As a result of adapting ontological engineering for design,

both progress in the sharing or generalization of knowl-

edge in synthesis, and the elucidation of design rationales

by tacitly specifying information can be expected 12). The

structure and content of the three layers of the ADT

model were determined based on three points of view;

alethic, deontic and temporal modalities, therefore the

model consist of the concepts of three different modalities,

operations, local states, causal relations, physical quanti-

ties and structural elements. Thus, an ontological scheme

based on modalities can be constructed by defining each

concept strictly.

Qualitative reasoning also focuses on causal relation-

ships in order to understand phenomena. For example, in

Reiger’s model 21), both operations and necessary events

are described in the same network, distinguished through

the use of different symbols. In the ADT model, the main

and base layers are clearly separated, and a relevance is

defined between them. Accordingly, a concise method of

merging the PCN of the base layer and Petri net of the

main layer can be introduced. In this way, an estimation

system for events when several systems operate simulta-

neously can be introduced. In this case, however, common

items though systems should be increased by any effort,

e. g. introducing system resources (operator hands, graze

and so forth) to token of Petri net.

5. Conclusion

A model for representing artifacts based on the modal-

ity of operations and states was introduced. This model

represents possible operations and states in a main layer,

placing importance on “events” derived from “objects.”

Relationships between “designer intentions,” “physical

phenomena or effects” and “operations” are then ex-

pressed by interaction between the main layer (“ liberty

or responsibility”) and 2 other layers reflecting “teleolog-

ical necessities” “causal necessities.” Thus, the proposed

model is suitable for representing interactive artifacts that

must be designed with full consideration of the character-

istics of the users.

Operators’ comments should be respected in the de-

sign process in order to achieve fine interaction between

operators and the product, thus human centered design

process is important. Participatory design 22) is one such

human-centered design process, and the authors are cur-

rently examining a new style of participatory design using

the proposed model. Participatory design is a concept of

design process in which the users participate in order to

improve the usability of products. Generally, in partici-

patory design processes, operators’ requests are reported

directly, using the proposed model, however, it will be

possible to summarize the requests indirectly. That is,

designers can recognize the operations selected by users

by observing the transitions of markings in the Petri net.

This is expected to support design using affordance, al-

though by an indirect approach.

In application to participatory or collaboratory design

processes, it becomes necessary for unspecified designers

to refer to the information on each layer in order to mod-

ify the design. In this situation, in order to maintain con-

sistency among designers, strict definitions are required

for each layer of the ADT model. The authors have al-

ready proposed a conceptual class for describing the ADT

model based on ontological engineering concepts. Con-

struction of a participatory design support system using

these classes is an intended target of future work.
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